GET A RESEARCH GRANT SERVICE

STEPS

Journey Blue Print V3

Apply

Create and find opportunity

Review

Assess and recommend

Service starts

Start and maintain

Decide and offer

Report outcome

Post panel recommendation starts here

Service ends

SIMPLIFIED SCREENS
Channels include:

APPLICANT
TOUCH POINTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A central grant site
RC Scoping workshops
RC Websites
Career development sessions at
universities
RCs’ own opportunity launch
Social media (including ongoing
reminders)
Engagement with RCs
RC events
Word of mouth from colleagues
once a call is live
Proactive Research Organisation
offices
Print media e.g. ‘Research
Fortnight’
Research organisation office’s own
internal sites
Service providers
Speaking at conferences
Entries in Journals

AC.UK

AC.UK

AC.UK

Intelligent Technologies
to Support Collaborative
Care

Apply for xxxx grant

Login to your account

£10m to fund 7 ideas over
3 years

Apply >

Update your account
details

Notifications

Before you start
Tell your research
organisation you are
applying

Ethical Issues

Next >

What is your project?

Comments

Don’t have an account yet?
Create an account

Deadlines

You will need your ORC-ID

Login >

What the funding covers

Set up your
application
Give your project a title

Email address

Password

The Area for Research

Your application
has been set up

AC.UK

AC.UK

Changes

150 / 200 words

Set up Application >

Changes to your
application

AC.UK

Invite collaborators

Grants Team

Grants Team

to: applicant@researchorg.

to: applicant@researchorg.

Email address
Your organisation has assigned
you a case officer. They have
been informed that you have
set up an application. Please
contact them on case.officer@
researchorg.ac.uk to discuss your
application.
If you require more information
about the opportunity, please
contact the funder on portfolio.
manager@funder.ac.uk.

Your collaborators have been
editing your application. Changes
have been made to the following
sections:

Email address

+

•
•

project title
project team

Click here to see changes to your
application.
Grants team

Send invitations >

AC.UK

AC.UK

AC.UK

Objectives
What will your project set
out to acheive?

Applications in
progress
Project 1
Project 2

Changes
made
Peer review
comments

Past applications
150 / 500 words

Save & continue >

Application ready
for submission

Manage your
application

Grants Team

Suggest peer
reviewers

to: applicant@researchorg.ac.uk
Complet-

Approved

Project title
Start date
Team
Objectives

Project 3

Successful

Research

Project 4

Unsuccessful

Description

Project 5

Unsuccessful

Project 6

Successful

Your application has been
approved by your organisation.
You can now submit it to us.
Click to view and submit your
application.

Reviewer 1

Reviewer 2

AC.UK

Review your
application
Review online
Download as PDF

What happens next
Your application will be
peer-reviewed and you will
have the chance to respond
to comments before a final
decision is made.

Grants team

Send >

Send >

Manage application

AC.UK

Submit >

Final submission
received

Funding
application

Comments on
your application

Funding
application

Grants Team

Grants Team

Grants Team

Grants Team

to: applicant@researchorg.

to: applicant@researchorg.

to: applicant@researchorg.

to: applicant@researchorg.

Your application has been
received.
Your application will be peerreviewed and you will have the
chance to respond to comments
before a final decision is made.
Click here to track the progress of
your application.

Unfortunately your application
for funding was not accepted, as
it did not demonstrate sufficient
value for money.

Your application has been peerreviewed and there are some
comments that you can respond
to.
The deadline for your response is
31 April 2016

Click here to view details of future
funding opportunities.

Grants team

Click here to view and respond to
comments.

Grants team

Respond to peer
review comments

Report review comment
as inappropriate

Comment 1:

Application
successful
Grants Team

Write your response here

Once conditions have been
agreed you will be able to start
your research.

Explain why comment is
inappropriate

I visit / follow the
link to the grant
funding website,
and can view the
full new opportunity
description.

(plus collaborators)

Grants recipient organisation:
Admin Adam
(plus team)

I understand the
details of the
application, its
eligibility and then
click “Start now”.

I register as a new
user or log in.

I’m able to update
my account details
and notification
preferences and view
my dashboard at any
time.

I start answering the
priority questions with
a title and summary.
Once finished, I share
it with my organisation
and the funder.

I see / get notified
about the contact
details of funder and
my case officer from
my organisation.

I invite other people
(e.g. from academia
or business) to help
me answer questions.

I see / get notified if
collaborators have
added comments
or changed the
application.

I continue with my
application, answer
the other questions
and add any
attachments.

I save my application
so that I can return to
it later.

Once I finish a section
that needs to be
approved, I can flag it
with my organisation
immediately.

I see / get notified
that the section that
needs approval has
been checked.

I can suggest peer
reviewers.

I submit my
application.

I’m notified that
the application has
been received by the
funder and what will
happen next.

I am told that my
application for
funding was not
accepted and the
reasons.

I’m notified that
I have received
comments from peer
reviewers.

Work in progress

I have started >

Work in progress

Click here to see the conditions
150 / 500 words

Save & continue >

Grants team

150 / 200 words

Send report >

WHAT WE’VE PROTOTYPED
I become aware of an
opportunity.

Tell us when you have
started your research
project

Comment 1:

USERS
Lead Applicant:
Newbie Nina and
Experienced Eric,

AC.UK

Your application has been
successful, with some conditions.

Grants team

Grants team

AC.UK

to: applicant@researchorg.

Unfortunately your application
for funding was not successful,
as it did not meet the required
standard in peer review.

Click here to view details of future
funding opportunities.

AC.UK

I am told that my
application for
funding was not
successful and the
reasons.

I log in to view the
comments. I work
with my team and
organisation to
respond before
submitting.

If the comments
are inappropriate, I
flag it with the funder.

I am told my
application was not
accepted and the
reasons, and can see
panel comments.

I can revise my idea
for submission in a
future competition.

I am told that
my application
for funding was
accepted and the
conditions.

Start date and
conditions are set
and agreed, then
I start work on my
research project.

I tell my organisation
I need changes to my
project which might
affect the payments.

I can extend my
project (or not).

I need to share my
work throughout
receiving the
grant with funder
and research
organisation.

I need to continue
to demonstrate the
impact of my work
post grant.

If funder does not need
to approve change

I register my
organisation if it is
not already on the
system.

I become aware of an
opportunity.

I find out, that my
organisation is not
eligible.

I am
I amable
abletotoupdate
update
my
myaccount
accountdetails
details
and
notification
and notification
preferences
preferencesatatany
any
time.
time.

I now have visibility
of the proposal at any
time. I assign a case
officer to provide
support in and outside
the system.

I collaborate and
help to make the
application better e.g.
calculate costs and
improve accuracy.

I can view recent
applications made by
applicants from my
organisation to guide
my applicant at any
time.

I can check on
my dashboard for
sections that need my
approval immediately
or wait until the end.

I am notified when
the application has
been received by the
funder.

I get notified and
see the comments
from the peer
reviewer.

I check expertise
and conflicts
of interest then
personally invite peer
reviewers to comment
on applications.

I can see peer
reviewer comments,
as can the applicant.

I can see the
applicant’s
comments.

I am told the
outcome of and
reasons for the
funding decision, to
help with measuring.

I confirm conditions
and start date.

I share decision
and conditions
with applicant,
collaborators &
organisation. I publish
a list of funded grants.

I send data to
finance system
(automatic) for
financial setup.

I receive the
payment.

I enter team
information any
time when it
becomes available.

I submit a change
request.

I see / get notified of
changes whilst the
grant is running.

I approve or deny
change request (if
approval is required).

I receive an approval
/ rejection.

I need to submit
evidence of how the
applicant spent the
money.

I receive the final
payment.

I can view the
breakdown of
funding each team
member receives
from different grants.

LINE OF VISIBILITY (BACKSTAGE)

WHAT WE’VE PROTOTYPED

Grants Funder:
Portfolio Peter
(plus team)

I keep track of
research landscape,
government policies,
the activity of other
funders and learning
societies.

I create an
opportunity. I tag it
with key words.

Once it has been
approved, I publish
the opportunity
description and
application form
using a template.

I confirm
organisation’s
eligibility.

I can personally
invite assessors
any time.

I receive a response
from the assessor.

I’m informed that the
applicant intends to
apply and I can get
in touch, whenever I
need to.

I can send out a
personalised “save
the date” to possible
peer reviewers at any
time (inc International
reviewers.)

I receive a
response from the
peer reviewer. I see
and manage this on
my dashboard.

I use the dashboard
to track and monitor
progress on my
opportunities at any
time.

I am able to update
my account details
and notification
preferences at any
time, and can grant
access to colleagues.

I gauge demand
and receive & check
the application.
If it doesn’t fit
expectations it
doesn’t progress.

I sift applications
that are not
suitable to progress
to panel.

I assign panels’
roles any time
after I’ve received
applications. I can
view their rsvps.

I can view applicant’s
response.

I get notified that
comments have not
been appropriate and
I can take action.

During the panel
meeting, I can view
application details
and panel members’
notes.

I capture and finalise
comments, ranking,
and conditions
of grants and
“panel originated
conditions.”

I get internal approval
/ confirmation on the
decision (may defer
funding).

I monitor the progress
of the grant, my
financial commitment
and change details if
needed.

I check evidence
of how money was
spent, and authorise
final payment.

Throughout the
grant I report on
impact and the
various benefits of the
funding.

I also report on
performance and the
various benefits of the
funding.

I want to reclaim
money that has been
claimed wrongly.

This has been edited from the previous version of this doc.
This happens outside the grant funding website.

Peer reviewer:
Reviewer Rachel

I receive a
personalised “save
the date” peer
review invitation and
information about the
opportunity.

I signal my
interest or decline
(and give reasons for)
the invitation.

I view the
opportunity and
application details. I
accept or decline the
funder’s invitation .

With guidelines,
I provide constructive
comments and scores
on the appropriate
proposal sections,
under my name.

I can choose to
remove my name
from my comments
and score, then I
submit.

I can view
applicant’s
response.

Once I submit,
and all reviews are
in I can view other
reviewer comments
and scores.

I am told the
decision, and can
view comments and
responses from the
panel.

I can view the details
of the reviews I have
participated in.

I am kept updated
on the outcomes
of proposals I peer
reviewed.

This describes the main user journey
This describes secondary steps or the “unhappy path”
“Unhappy” steps in the user journey

?

Assessor:
Panel Paul

Things to get feedback on and discuss
We need to explore how “Notify” can be used here

I receive a
personal invitation
to take part in the
panel as well as
information about the
opportunity.

I accept or decline
(and give reasons.)

I am informed of
which applications
are being assessed,
and which ones I will
be introducing or
excluded from.

For intros I view
applications,
comments (later
responses.) I add
comments, and save
my introducer notes.

During the panel
meeting, I can view
application details,
comments, responses
and my notes.

During the panel,
I discuss the
applications in context
with the other panel
members, and we
rank them.

I am told the outcome
of the funding
decision, and can view
all comments and
responses.

I am kept updated
on the outcomes of
proposals I assessed.

Areas in which “support” is designed extra carefully contextual help is available with the option to follow a link
to in-depth information in the guide.
What we have prototyped and will be included in private
beta
What we will build in private beta

